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Successful Pitching For Business In A Week: Teach Yourself What Can You Pitch in 60 Seconds?
Whether you’re facing funding sharks or angel investors, we’ve got the keys to crafting that perfect
pitch to help you secure the funds you need to launch your startup, build your business, and
achieve your entrepreneurial dreams. In this new edition of the Entrepreneur Voices series,
entrepreneurs, venture capitalists, and experts from both sides of the board roam present the
game-winning strategies and deal-closing tactics you need to succeed. Dive in and learn how to:
Build a business model and financial plan for your new venture Make a great first impression and
sell your idea in 60 seconds Connect with the investors most likely to finance your business idea
Craft a slide deck that will catch and keep venture capitalists’ attention Prepare for on-the-spot
questions in the board room See every “No” as an opportunity to find the perfect “Yes” Plus, gain
exclusive insights from stars you’ve seen on Shark Tank, Planet of the Apps, Entrepreneur Elevator
Pitch, and more!
The Essentials The Damned Algernon Blackwood - Two friends, Bill and Francis, come to visit a
lonely absent friend. Blackwood writes about a house that may be haunted, or maybe it isn't.
Strange things happen in the house, so strange that the friends don't want to sleep alone
What's the Count? The book focuses on the special nature of winning significant business in
competitive markets in pitches involving several formal stages. It will: Review the essential
processes of making complex sales and the role of core techniques of persuasion Show how to
handle initial contacts and meetings and obtain a clear brief regarding customer/client needs
Demonstrate the process of analysing client needs and putting clear and persuasive proposal
documents in writing Sunday: What is a pitch? Monday: Initial contact Tuesday: Planning a
powerful response Wednesday: Putting proposals in writing Thursday: Preparing a formal
presentational pitch Friday: Making the presentation Saturday: Follow-up action and the power of
persistence
Learn To Play Cricket: Teach Yourself Maybe you're a recent college graduate, looking for a
successful start to your career. Or an experienced professional, feeling the need to try something
new. Either way, a whole host of opportunities await you-but if you really hope to ace that interview
and get the job you want, you'll need the right skills to get ahead. So when you're navigating the
complex twists and turns of today's changing job market, let I'll Get That Job! serve as your road
map and guide. Featuring advice from real HR professionals, headhunters, and team managers,
this essential job-hunting companion will let you know exactly what you need to do to increase your
chances, from social media presence to writing a great CV. While shedding light on the many
myths and outdated "rules" that may actually bog you down in today's job-seeking experience, I'll
Get That Job! serves as a source of motivation and encouragement for modern job hunters. After
all, with hard work and the right mind-set, it really is possible for you to get that job you've always
wanted-and become the most successful version of yourself along the way!
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Pitch Yourself As a writer for AskMen.com, Examiner.com, co-founder and Dating and Relationship
Consultant for Suave Lover International and the Suave Lover Podcast, long term bartender and
public health professional, I have direct client, personal and social experiences towards improving
and solving pick up, dating and relationship situations. The young straight men I've seen and
worked with, initially want two things, to meet more women and have more sex. What they don’t
know is that the success for those two things relies on more than specific pick up lines and rico
suave moves, it involves becoming a better man. The current market for pickup and dating selfhelp material is overwhelming, objectifying, lacks universality and misses out on this concept. The
Essentials provides quick answers for men who want to improve their success with women but with
a focus on overall development. Packaged as a travel-friendly, one-stop summary of the very best
advice, with sections ranging from self-improvement to creating and sustaining relationships, The
Essentials is what you need to improve your current status as a Man. Problem: The current market
for pickup and dating self-help material is overwhelming, objectifying, and lacks universality.
Solution: The Essentials, packaged as a travel-friendly, one-stop summary of advice, avoids pick-up
lines or rico suave moves, and provides expert and concise answers for men who want to improve
their success with women but with a focus on overall internal development. Short and to the Point:
Read this - Meet more people, Have more sex, Improve yourself
10 Habits of Highly Effective People What Your Doctor Won't Tell You-Why Herbal Antivirals Really
Work! Have you ever suffered from a viral infection? If you have, it's certainly an experience you
won't forget. Whether in your own country or disastrously struck down mid-vacation, you likely
wished that you'd taken an anti-viral shot, or at least a course of medication. Your thinking is
correct-but synthetic medicine isn't your only defence! The truth is that there are natural remedies
on the market-and in your back yard-that you can use today to fight the same bugs just as
effectively without all the aching symptoms of traditional western medicine. Herbal Antivirals
shows you how to properly prepare, dose and take these natural medicines yourself-and you can
even grow them in your garden! Not only you can save hundreds, even thousands of dollars, you're
also lessening your impact on the environment while treating yourself with natural ingredients
that you have sourced yourself. In this book, you'll discover that creating your very own herbal
antivirals isn't complicated. You can easily teach yourself to treat viral infections with natural
medicines that give your body what it NEEDS, without the excess chemicals. With the 45 most
valuable herbs comprehensively indexed for creating potent natural antibiotics and herbal
antivirals, this is a book that helps you become your own doctor. Fully illustrated with pictures, as
well as details on common use, preparation method and dosage, knowledge is finally at your
fingertips. Remedies for the most common ailments and recipes are included as a BONUS, as well
as a FAQ to answer your herbal antiviral questions. What will Herbal Antivirals teach you? Content
includes: * Common treatments for viral infections * Discover how do herbal antivirals work as well
as synthetic medicine? * Where to find the herbs you need! * Best herbal treatments for common
ailments (from warts to chronic hepatitis B) * When, how, and why to use natural remedies * 5 Key
Essential Oils with Natural Antiviral Properties * Consult a "cheat sheet" for fighting infections
naturally with the right herbal medicine. * What are the most effective plant-based herbal
antivirals? * What herbal antivirals are considered safe when pregnant or breast feeding? * And
much more! BIG Pharma hates books like these coming out because it dents their profits while
educating you about the potential dangers of synthetic medicine. The truth is simple: You can
prepare and use herbal remedies to address your health issues and boost your immunity the
natural way! Would You Like To Know More? Add Herbal Antivirals to your shopping cart now to
download straight away and discover Mother Nature's biggest gift and how you can start to use it
with yourself, family and loved ones. Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
The Complete Guide to Writing Effective College Applications & Essays for Admission and
Scholarships Proven pathways for taking ideas to implementation We all have ideas—things we
want to do or create—but only some of us will do what it takes to see those ideas come to pass. In
Good Idea. Now What? readers will discover some of the essential values and principles that guide
successful idea-makers, including the leveraging of mixed environments for creativity, working
through resistance and setbacks, developing a practical plan for implementation that works,
navigating collaborative opportunities, and communicating your idea to make it truly remarkable.
Whether you're just a creative type, or the leader of an organization, you must figure out a creative
process and develop an infrastructure for implementing your ideas. Good Idea. Now What? offers
systematic advice for moving your ideas to execution. It will show you: The fundamental elements
of a good idea Tangible pathways to follow after initial inspiration The importance of branding and
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its impact on ideas Practical advice for developing a loyal tribe of supporters who will take your
idea to a whole new level It's not enough to be inspired. Learn how to follow through on your ideas
and discover how great an impact you can have!
Pitchharder: Keys to Unlocking Your Potential In business, there is a moment when everyone has
to make a pitch; it might be your own personal OK Corral, when the consequences of failure are too
painful to even contemplate, but it will always be an occasion where the outcome really matters.
Brilliant Pitch will equip people to tackle pitch situations (however tough), improve their own
skills and, importantly, leave them enthused about the idea of pitching and looking forward to the
next one. It will do so first by outlining how to approach any pitch, then how to tailor the approach
in different situations. There are secrets from the masters. There are pitch stories. (Such as the
agency which pitched to British Rail, and deliberately kept them waiting in reception for an hour,
with bad refreshments and no explanation for the delay…) The book brings the process to life,
rather than simply listing things to do. It shows readers how they, too, can become great at
pitching. Brilliant outcomes: It eliminates the possibility of doing a 'bad' pitch It will help readers
get the content and preparation spot on by focusing on the needs of the audience. It will help give
readers tons of confidence so they’ll not only deliver brilliant pitches, but they’ll be eager to pitch
time and time again.
Perfecting Your Pitch Combine social media with traditional marketing techniques for
breakthrough results! While social media is doing much to change the marketing landscape, it
doesn't mean you have to take an either/or approach between it and more traditional methods. And
the Clients Went Wild! gives you the tools to take an eclectic approach and pick the best, most
wildly successful marketing methods—traditional, online, or both—to win at a given marketing
goal. And, whether by means of Facebook, Twitter, streaming video, or by old-fashioned word of
mouth, public relations, or personal sales skill, the goal is to win, right? Find real-life examples of
success from some of today's best businesses Shows how to integrate and benefit from both
traditional and new marketing methods Uses the proven business growth strategy Red Zone
Marketing® as a central concept Author has proven the concepts successful in her work for
numerous major clients Don't throw out tried and true marketing techniques just for the sake of
the new. Do what works! Perfect your marketing mix and win with And the Clients Went Wild!
Within Walls When the line between nightmare and reality fades, who can Sadie turn to when those
closest to her are the ones she should fear most? After her parent's tragic death, Sadie moves to
England to live with her grandmother. However, she slowly comes to realise that all is not as it
should be. Her nightmares aren't the only place she is haunted. Stalked and tormented by hooded
strangers, Sadie struggles to unearth her grandmother's dark secret. She discovers truths about
her family's history that she never thought possible. Sadie is different; different in a way that
changes her life forever. The revelation brings more troubles than she's able handle alone. Can
anyone help her?
Perfect Pitch TEN (10) HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE They set targets they achieve
them; they run a business they succeed; They compete they win; Put them to work they get it
DONE! Those are things that mark effective people. It's not magic, it's not coincidence there are
certain things these people got going for them, specific things that are behind all the performance
that wow people. Things that make the difference between a celebrity and a loser, things that can
bring serious order and skyrocket the benefits of efforts in the life of ANY person who dares to
have them. In this book you are going to be taken on a journey revealing not 2, 5 or 8 measly
habits but 10 SUPER HABITS of Highly Effective People that can turn ANY man or woman who has
them into a success story. These habits are the secrets behind all that money some people have,
these habits are the secrets behind all that fame and those victorious feats some people have
achieved. Seriously, if you could get a monkey to have these habits they would be more effective
than MANY people. I dare say there are habits listed in this book that if a person DOES NOT HAVE,
they would be a walking dead and not know it! this book is not like others you may have seen or
heard about, these habits are for your benefit and those you care about. Don't let others inundate
you with their success stories alone, it's time to let them see and hear about yours, stop being the
spectator, be a star player Get this book and let these habits be a part of you.
I'll Get That Job! "In addition to extensive and effective training on every aspect of the SAT, the
SAT Black Book gives you detailed, systematic, easy-to-follow walkthroughs for every question in 4
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of the College Board's official SAT Practice Tests. The Black Book is a must-have in your SAT
preparation, whether you need to - make a perfect 1600 to be competitive at an Ivy, score a 450 in
each section to claim a sports scholarship, or anything in between."--Publisher.
Entrepreneur Voices on Elevator Pitches Have you ever felt that it was impossible to be a
salesperson? According to David Anderson, America's Millenial Business Coach, everyone is a
salesperson, but most just don't know it! Pitch Close Upsell Repeat is designed to help even the
most timid individual approach sales and business as a game to be played with passion, intensity
and fun. Having spent a more than 2 decade career in entertainment and marketing, David's
knowledge comes from both a practical and innovative standpoint. David has worked with
businesses from all walks of life. As a salesperson and social media guru, David has generated
millions of dollars in revenue for amazing brands ranging from Nutrisystem to Les Brown to
iHeartMedia and Radio One. It's those successes that inspired him to create http:
//ibranduniversity.com to help entrepreneurs grow and profit from their businesses. If you're
willing to do the work, David will bring you into his thought processes and numerous experiences
in business, illustrating his 4 step plan for success: Pitch, Close, Upsell, Repeat
The Damned The thing about CharismaWe are all born as unique individuals, all with a different
set of skills. Your prior achievements and the goals you have reached are a direct result of the
abilities you possess and have developed over time. These abilities can through practice and effort
be mastered and allow you to reach more ambitious goals and live a richer life with purpose. In a
world where everything is possible and within reach, the ability to connect and interact with others
to open new doors and speed up the timeline has become an increasingly more important asset. To
be more consistently successful with your interactions and connection with other people,
improving your level of charisma will be of great value. This book contains proven steps and
strategies on how to improve your charisma to increase your attractiveness and to become more
successful in your career, in your relationships, and in life. I order to improve your current level of
charisma, your will need to take a holistic approach by learning the art of body language, building
rapport and making a good first impression. Equally important is the art of active listening,
making small talk, and effective questioning, all of which will be discussed in more detail in this
book. This book will help you with the answers you need to develop a more magnetic personality!
In this book you will learn What Charisma is and which personality traits are required Using your
body language to increase your influence Building rapport and making a good first impression
Active listening and gathering useful information How to question effectively Quick and simple
techniques for influencing others Quit feeling clueless. Reclaim your power! Use this book to
develop your charming and attractive personality to increase your popularity and influence today!
Scroll up and click "Buy Now" to immediately start improving
Elevator Pitch You've been wanting to write a book for YEARS. Life gets in the way, and hey, the
idea of writing a whole book feels overwhelming! So, you keep pushing it off to someday. This book
is about how to write that book. There is a process for writing a book and I am going to break it
down to the nuts and bolts for you. You can definitely, absolutely, 100% write a book. Here's the
catch: This book is not about writing any book quickly. It's about writing a good book on a
deadline. I am not promising you some clickbait-y idea of writing a book in 3 or 13 or even 30 days.
I am promising (and delivering!) you a step-by-step guide to take you from initial concept to the
conclusion of your manuscript and beyond. In "Concept to Conclusion," we will be diving deep into
the process of writing your nonfiction book, including details and examples. Some of what you'll
learn in this book is how to: Identify your audience Create an outline Write a chapter Understand
the editing process Know your publishing options Use your book as a marketing tool and more! It's
time to realize your dream of becoming a published author. You don't need to be 30 years deep in
your field or have an English degree. You just need to take the time and effort to share your
message with the world -- and this book to show you how to do it.
The Most Effective and Responsible Clinical Training Techniques in Medicine Learn to Play
Cricket: Teach Yourself is the essential guide for cricketers of all ages who want to improve their
all-round skills and player performance. Written by Mark Butcher, Captain of Surrey County
Cricket Club and former England Captain, together with Paul Abraham, an ECB Level 3 Coach and
Berkshire County Cricket Club Committee Chairman, this book will help you to improve every
dimension of your game. It covers all aspects of the sport from preparing for the game to
improving your batting, fielding and bowling techniques. It also gives essential advice on tactical
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play, coaching, umpiring, scoring and most importantly the rules of the sport. Packed full of
practices, training drills and key advice from Butcher and Abraham, this book will help you reach
your full potential. Teach Yourself - the world`s leading learning brand - is relaunched in 2010 as a
multi-platform experience that will keep you motivated to achieve your goals. Let our expert author
guide you through this brand new edition, with personal insights, tips, energising self-tests and
summaries throughout the book. Go online at www.teachyourself.com for tests, extension articles
and a vibrant community of like-minded learners. And if you don`t have much time, don`t worry every book gives you 1, 5 and 10-minute bites of learning to get you started.
Brag Better Startup money is moving online, and this guide shows you how it works. The Art of
Startup Fundraising takes a fresh look at raising money for startups, with a focus on the changing
face of startup finance. New regulations are making the old go-to advice less relevant, as startup
money is increasingly moving online. These new waters are all but uncharted—and founders need
an accessible guide. This book helps you navigate the online world of startup fundraising with easyto-follow explanations and expert perspective on the new digital world of finance. You'll find tips
and tricks on raising money and investing in startups from early stage to growth stage, and
develop a clear strategy based on the new realities surrounding today's startup landscape. The
finance world is in a massive state of flux. Changes are occurring at an increasing pace in all
sectors, but few more intensely than the startup sphere. When the paradigm changes, your
processes must change with it. This book shows you how startup funding works, with expert
coaching toward the new rules on the field. Learn how the JOBS Act impacts the fundraising model
Gain insight on startups from early stage to growth stage Find the money you need to get your
venture going Craft your pitch and optimize the strategy Build momentum Identify the right
investors Avoid the common mistakes Don't rely on the "how we did it" tales from superstar
startups, as these stories are unique and applied to exceptional scenarios. The game has changed,
and playing by the old rules only gets you left behind. Whether you're founding a startup or
looking to invest, The Art of Startup Fundraising provides the up-to-the-minute guidance you
need.
The Art of Startup Fundraising The most effective CV you’ll ever write. The best interview you’ll
ever give. This revolution in the way we sell ourselves in CV and at interview is based on the
Elevator Pitch concept and has now been endorsed and recommended by over 40 of the world's
leading business schools and universities, from Kellogg to Columbia in the US, from Insead to
London Business School in Europe and from Otago to Sydney in Asia-Pacific. The Elevator Pitch
prioritises who you are and how you work, the qualities that you are employed for, rather than what
you did and where you worked, your past, which is the emphasis of a traditional CV. The Elevator
Pitch shifts the focus from your perspective to the employer’s perspective and from the past to the
future. It's a way of presenting yourself that makes more sense to the employer, and allows you to
sell yourself more effectively. It's a way of writing a CV and preparing for interview that will vastly
increase your chances of getting the job. Employers now are focused very much on competencies as
a way of deciding who to employ. This is the book that shows you have to bring your competencies
to the forefront. In a time when there are far more graduates than top class graduate jobs,
standing out from the crowd is vital. This is the book to show you how. The second edition
incorporates feedback from the authors' global seminar and lecture program, meetings with
careers advisors at these institutions as well as helping hundreds of people create their job
winning CVs.
Pitch Close Upsell Repeat Funding Strategist John Livesay's lively conversations with some of
today's leading business experts reveal the most powerful keys to a successful pitch.
Effective PR: Be Your Own Expert: Teach Yourself The author of the "Adweek" bestseller "Truth,
Lies & Advertising" now shows readers how the principles of advertising research and planning can
be applied to the business of presenting and selling ideas.
Charisma Advice from Ron Shapiro ismoney in the bank. --Ann Curry From asking for a raise to
ending a relationship, success is predicated on planned, effective communication. Yet most people
fail to properly prepare their message. A veteran sports agent and expert consultant, Ronald M.
Shapiro has spent years developing and honing his negotiation techniques. Now, he shares the
bulletproof system of scripting he calls the Three D's: Draft, Devil's Advocate, Deliver. Illustrated
with fascinating real-life stories and helpful sample scripts, Perfecting Your Pitch shows readers
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how to leverage words--and achieve results. Like Getting to Yes, Shapiro's invaluable guide will be
a category staple for years to come.
Writing for the Green Light Building a business the right way can pay off by giving you the lifestyle
and freedom that you crave. Entrepreneur and marketer Anthony Khoury has created numerous
successful companies from scratch, and with this book he is sharing some of the most important
tricks that he has learned over the last 20 years. On your way to becoming a Beach Bum
Millionaire, you will learn: - How to hire your "A Team" - Avoiding common entrepreneurial
mistakes - Automating almost every aspect of your business - Sustainable growth at every stage of
your business - Using the "New Marketing Mix" to get noticed - Manage resources and cash
flowearn the Beach Bum lifestyle! - Build an easy-to-follow Simplified Business Plan - Proven sales
techniques, AND MORE!
SAT Prep Black Book Book & CD-ROM. Applying to college can be one of the most stressful times
in a student's life. Not only are you faced with the task of finding the perfect school for you, but
you also have to find scholarships to be able to go to the school you want. These two intertwining
obstacles require a lengthy application and a seemingly perfect essay. The essay topic is crucial to
demonstrate your values. creativity, and depth of knowledge, and the writing is important because
it reflects your power of persuasion, organisational skills and style. This book will teach you how to
write effective applications and essays for college admissions and scholarships, helping shoulder
some of the weight of applying. This guide provides you with all the tools you need to complete
your application and write a winning essay. You will learn how to choose a topic, keep your focus
narrow and personal, edit and revise, tweak essays to use them on various applications, choose
your tone and structure, avoid the common pitfalls, and how to overcome writer's block. The guide
has sample essays and essay questions, and even examples of the essays specific colleges use. You
will find those samples on the companion CD-ROM, along with brainstorming exercises and sample
applications. Admissions officers have chimed in with their expertise to provide insider information
on how to compose impressive applications and essays for admission and scholarships.
Weather Through the Seasons In Don’t Mess It Up: How Founders and Their Successors Can Avoid
the Clichés That Inhibit Growth, author and six-time second CEO Les Trachtman offers his
expertise on the most effective ways to successfully hand off your company to a worthy successor.
He also has advice for those who are inheriting a business and want to take it to the next level, as
well as for boards who are dealing with these leadership transitions. In his direct, no-nonsense
approach, Les shows readers how seemingly harmless business clichés such as “get it right” and
“be careful” can have a detrimental effect on a company’s future by conveying that such imperative
ingredients such as risk and innovation are things to now be avoided. Readers will learn how to: •
Understand the metamorphosis required to transition from great founder to great CEO • Know
when, and if, it’s time to replace yourself • Pick the right successor • Prepare yourself and your
company for the fragile transition • Create a successful CEO transition • Separate yourself from
the company There is likely no one more experienced in founder transitions than Les Trachtman.
He has been an innovative and respected successor at six different companies; let his hard-won
advice guide you through your transition and toward success.
And the Clients Went Wild! "If you believe that the broad aim of clinical instruction is about
teaching medical procedures, you're wrong. Whether an attending, a faculty member, or a another
type of clinical instructor, believing this can hinder the learning process." Even though UMI
published the first edition nearly two decades ago, Gary DePaul's research findings and
implications are even more relevant today. From interviews with family-practice specialists from
the Carle Clinic Association, Dr. DePaul discovered certain training techniques to be more effective
at building specialty-interest area expertise while responsibly protecting patient safety and care. In
addition, he discovered how a three-way, interlocking dilemma influences how specialists develop
their specialty-interest area. New in the second edition: - Preface and Introduction to the second
edition - New chapter structure - Content improvements to readability and corrections - Glossary of
terms
Don't Mess It Up In The Most Powerful Woman in the Room Is You, Lydia Fenet takes you on her
twenty-year journey from intern to managing director and global head of strategic partnerships at
Christie’s Auction House. Lydia shares the revolutionary sales approach she has crafted over the
years that has not only shaped her career, but helped her raise more than half a billion dollars for
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nonprofits around the world. This is an approach that will empower you to sell your way to success
in business and in life. For example, you’ll learn how to create your own “Strike Method” or
signature move to help you feel confident entering any situation. Combining case studies and
personal stories, Lydia also shares tips from some of the most powerful and successful women in
business, fashion, journalism, sports, and the arts. This book will show you how to take your career
to the next level, whether it’s overcoming your fear of asking for something or bridging a wage
gap. Lydia has been there and come back more powerful than ever. Inspiring and encouraging,
Lydia’s hard-won advice will help you walk into any room with the confidence of a leader and
motivate others to find their voice as well. Get ready to embrace your natural strengths, map your
career, and take ownership of your life.
Good Idea. Now What? Being assertive means that you are self-assured know what you want from
life, are happy to stand up for yourself and have the respect of those around you. Do you want to be
like this? This book will show you how! Practical and easy to read, it looks at what it means to be
assertive in today’s world. As well as containing plenty of exercises and case studies, it also
includes a personal plan which can be adapted by you to suit the issues you are facing.
The Most Powerful Woman in the Room Is You Media guru and Emmy Award-winning
correspondent Bill McGowan—coach to some of the biggest names in business and entertainment,
including Eli Manning, Kelly Clarkson, Jack Welch, Thomas Keller and Kenneth Cole teaches you
how to get your message across and get what you want with pitch perfect communication. He is
also a trusted advisor in the C-suites of tech companies like, Facebook, Spotify, AirBnB, Dropbox
and Salesforce.com. Saying the right thing the right way can make the difference between sealing
the deal or losing the account, getting a promotion, or getting a pink slip. It’s essential to be pitch
perfect—to get the right message across to the right person at the right time. In Pitch Perfect, Bill
McGowan shows you how to craft the right message and deliver it using the right language—both
verbal and nonverbal. Pitch Perfect teaches you how to overcome common communication pitfalls
using McGowan’s simple Principles of Persuasion, which are highly effective and easy to learn,
implement, and master. With Pitch Perfect you can harness the power of persuasion and have
people not only listening closely to your every word but also remembering you long after you’ve left
the room.
Pitch Yourself To bring to light the art of being one with the audience as well as your surroundings
thus unearthing a desire to wake up the deep flickering. Your body is a jigsaw puzzle where you
have to perfect a series on how to move your hand, your body and give birth to those expressions
with words, thus slowly hypnotizing the audience into raptures.
The Beach Bum Millionaire 'What's the Count?' provides mental plans for pitchers and hitters to
help them succeed in the game of fast pitch softball. It teaches players how to think the game and
sway the odds of success to their favor. If you play baseball the plans and principles presented in
'What's the Count?' will help you succeed also, because the mental plans for the pitcher and hitter
are the same in both sports. This book guides players towards success in softball and baseball by
providing plans for them to gain an advantage in the on going battles between the pitcher and the
hitter. A victory in these battles is the key to an individual's success at the game. It is also typically
the key to a team's success, because the outcome of any game is usually determined by who wins
most of these battles. 'What's the Count?' gives players plans to consistently gain the advantage in
these battles. This book is about getting the advantage, knowing when you have it, and using it to
succeed. It provides a mental map for players to succeed in softball much like a road map provides
people with a way to succeed in finding an unknown destination. Without this map, or plan, you
can easily get lost, whether it's on the road or in a softball competition. The mental plans in this
book guide players towards success in softball by showing them methods to gain this advantage. If
you are a pitcher they show you how to keep and increase the advantage you start with at the
beginning of each at bat. If you are a hitter they show you what is required to take the advantage
away from the pitcher and gain it for yourself. Whether you are a pitcher or a hitter, knowledge
and execution of the mental plans provided in 'What's the Count?' can be the difference maker in
separating you from the competition. Using these plans will help you raise your level of play, attain
your highest potential, and provide you with an edge to consistently prevail over your competition
on the field regardless of your age or ability level.
Concept to Conclusion: How to Write a Book A candid insight to the feelings a young man has
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when called upon to be a soldier and facing the horrors of war.
The Easy Way to Higher Grades PR is an important part of running any successful business, yet
many people are unaware of its potential and therefore unable to exploit it to the full. Effective PR:
Be Your Own Expert: covers all aspects of the field, including PR campaigns, media liaisons,
communicating with your audience, sponsorship, entertainment, crisis management and using PR
professionals. Current trends and technologies are also included to ensure that this book is
current and relevant to all types of business. Spin, careers in PR and media relations are covered in
detail. Topics include: - Planning a PR campaign - Media relations - Audience communication Sponsorship - Entertaining and corporate hospitality - Internal PR - Specialist PR - Evaluating
success Useful addresses and further reading are also included to enable you to take your
campaigns in a number of directions. NOT GOT MUCH TIME? One and five-minute introductions to
key principles to get you started. AUTHOR INSIGHTS Lots of instant help with common problems
and quick tips for success, based on the author's many years of experience. TEST YOURSELF Tests
in the book and online to keep track of your progress. EXTEND YOUR KNOWLEDGE Extra online
articles at www.teachyourself.com to give you a richer understanding of PR. THINGS TO
REMEMBER Quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts. TRY THIS Innovative exercises
illustrate what you've learnt and how to use it.
One Perfect Pitch: How to Sell Your Idea, Your Product, Your Business--or Yourself **INSTANT
NATIONAL BESTSELLER** The #1 bestselling Linwood Barclay returns with an edge-of-your-seat
thriller that does for elevators what Psycho did for showers and Jaws did for the beach—a heartpounding tale of terror and menace that will make you think twice the next time you hit Up. It all
begins on a Monday, when four people board an elevator in a Manhattan ofﬁce tower. Each presses
a button for their ﬂoor, but the elevator proceeds, nonstop, to the top. Once there it pauses for a
few seconds, but the doors don't open. Instead, the elevator begins to descend ﬂoor-by-ﬂoor. Then
it plummets. Right to the bottom of the shaft. It appears to be a random accident. . . . But on
Tuesday, it happens again, in a different Manhattan skyscraper. And then Wednesday brings yet
another tragic high-rise catastrophe. In only three days, one of the most vertical cities in the
world—and the nation's capital of media, ﬁnance and entertainment--is plunged into chaos. Clearly,
this is anything but random. This is a cold, calculated bid to terrorize the city. And it's succeeding.
Fearing for their lives, thousands of men and women working in ofﬁces across the city refuse to
leave their homes. Commerce has slowed to a trickle. Emergency calls to the top ﬂoors of
apartment towers go unanswered. Who is behind this? Why are they doing it? Are these deadly acts
of sabotage somehow connected to a ﬁngerless body found on the High Line? Two seasoned New
York detectives and a straight-shooting journalist race against time to uncover the truth before the
city's newest, and tallest, residential tower has its ribbon-cutting on Friday night. With each
diabolical twist, Linwood Barclay ratchets up the tension, building to a shattering finale. Elevator
Pitch is a riveting tale of psychological suspense that is all too plausible . . . and will chill you to
the bone.
Brilliant Pitch Colorful early reader's weather book, great for that budding learner in K-1st level.
Two reproducible activity sheets for parents and teachers as addendums. Rhythmic, rhyming, and
teaches simple weather and season words. Beautiful color illustrations, and letter sizing for
earliest readers. Great repetition of high frequency words. A must for every early literacy
experience! High frequency and new vocabulary list of 24 introduced words on last page of the
book for good measure.
Pitch Perfect Gain 6-13mph pitching velocity 100% guaranteed!
Herbal Antivirals If you prefer to "just put your head down and do the work," or if you feel like
bragging is icky, you are sabotaging yourself without knowing it. Doing good work is no guarantee
anyone will notice it. You need a strategy for communicating your achievements and skill sets to
others. Meredith Fineman has built a thriving career training the Qualified Quiet- competent
professionals who struggle to communicate their worth to others. Rather than pretending that
you're more qualified or confident than you are, or inserting self-promotion into conversations at
inappropriate times, Fineman advocates finding quiet confidence in your opinions, abilities, and
background, and then turning up the volume. In this book, Fineman shares the game-changing
tools she's developed over the past decade that make bragging feel easy, includingPage 8/9
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AUDIENCE PITCH This title aims to give readers a competitive advantage with a Personal Elevator
Pitch. In writing, it's the way to stand out from the CV crowd; verbally, it communicates and
promotes you and what you're about in every situation.
The Successful Pitch Tailor your screenplay to sell. Find out what Hollywood script readers,
producers, and studio executives want in a screenplay (and why) from someone who’s been there.
Discover what it takes to begin a lasting career as a screenwriter. Peppered with interviews from
established professionals, Writing for the Green Light: How to Make Your Script the One
Hollywood Notices gives you a sharp competitive edge by showcasing dozens of everyday events
that go on at the studios but are rarely if ever discussed in most screenwriting books. With his
behind-the-scenes perspective, Scott Kirkpatrick shows you why the system works the way it does
and how you can use its unwritten rules to your advantage. He answers such questions as: Who
actually reads your script? How do you pique the interest of studios and decision makers? What do
agents, producers, and production companies need in a script? How much is a script worth? What
are the best genres for new writers and why? What are real steps you can take to ‘break in’ to
television writing? How do you best present or pitch a project without looking desparate? How do
you negotiate a contract without an agent? How do you exude confidence and seal your first deal?
These and other insights are sure to give you and your screenplay a leg-up for success in this
competitive landscape!
Brilliant Assertiveness What’s YOUR story? In the hypercompetitive world of Silicon Valley, this
question has replaced “What’s your pitch?” It’s another way of asking, “Who are you?” The art of
the pitch is nothing short of a survival skill. If an entrepreneur can’t convince an investor in 10
minutes that a business idea has potential, that is often the end of it. If a project manager in a
large enterprise can’t win support from other stakeholders, his or her project is at risk. You always
need to be selling yourself, pitching your partners or your clients to work with you, or pitching
what makes your new business an exciting and worthwhile investment. You may not realize it right
now, but you do have a one-of-a-kind story to tell, one that makes you stand out from everyone
else—a unique tale that makes you, your product, or your business unforgettable. In One Perfect
Pitch, Marie Perruchet will help you discover it, hone it, and present it, so that you get buy-in from
colleagues and potential investors. Learn: • How to mine the worst experiences of your life for your
pitch • How to tell me, show me, and sign me up in one minute • How to make a good impression
through any medium • The dos and don’ts of pitching etiquette—and how to correct common
mistakes • The unspoken rules in Silicon Valley A former mentor at 500 Startups, where she was a
pitching coach to world-changing companies at one of the largest incubators in the U.S., Perruchet
shares her proven methodology, insider advice, and hands-on exercises. She provides a step-by-step
framework that ensures you are pitch perfect whenever you need to sell an idea, a product, a
business—or yourself. Marie Perruchet is the founder of One Perfect Pitch, a San Francisco-based
consulting firm. Drawing on her experience as a BBC journalist and news correspondent, she works
with business executives to shape their stories and deliver effective pitches. As a former mentor at
500 Startups, the largest accelerator program in the U.S., she helped prepare startup founders and
entrepreneurs for Demo Day, when they pitch venture capital funds and angel investors. Her
clients include multinationals, tech incubators and accelerators, startup founders and
entrepreneurs, and portfolio companies. Perruchet also coaches C-level executives from around the
world and has been featured in the Wall Street Journal, Marie Claire, and Le Monde.
Not for Queen and Country
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